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Abstract
In general, minimum-bias triggers planned for experiments at the LHC miss a con-
siderable fraction of the total number of events. We exemplify the rejection rate using
the Durham model of soft high-energy interactions to obtain quantitative estimates of the
signals arising from the ATLAS scintillation counters positioned in the rapidity intervals
2 < |η| < 4, and also from TOTEM detectors covering the intervals 3.1 < |η| < 6.5. Typ-
ically we find that the expected signal is about half of the total cross section, σtot. We
also calculate the cross section for the so-called zero-bias measurement planned by CMS
in the extended rapidity interval −5 < η < 7. We emphasize that only models which give
satisfactory predictions for the measured minimum-bias or zero-bias cross sections can be
used to obtain the value of the total inelastic cross section.
In hadron collider experiments we do not have the possibility to study all the event topologies
produced in the pp (or pp¯) interactions. In general, experiments collect only a fraction of the
events, selected by one or another trigger. Even the sample of so-called minimum-bias events
is restricted by some minimum-bias trigger condition.
It is informative to discuss the situation in terms of realistic examples. For illustration, we
study the minimum-bias effect in the ATLAS experiment at the LHC, where inelastic events
produce at least one charged particle in scintillation counters1 which cover the rapidity intervals
2 < |η| < 4. We also consider the analogous minimum-bias trigger that is possible using the
T1 and T2 detectors of TOTEM [2], which cover the rapidity intervals 3.1 < |η| < 6.5.
At first sight, it appears that almost all the inelastic events should satisfy these trigger
conditions. However, detailed theoretical computations show that these ‘minimum-bias’ triggers
1These counters are known as minimum-bias trigger scintillators (MBTS) [1].
Figure 1: Schematic diagrams of the quasi-elastic events which do not fire either of the η1 < |η| < η2
minimum-bias counters. The counters are shown as small rectangles along the rapidity axis.
reject up to about 25-30% of the total inelastic cross section, σinel = σtot−σel. Here we present
estimates of the different contributions which miss such a trigger. Of course, such estimates
are model dependent. Therefore, it is better not to extrapolate the measured signal, using one
or another model, to obtain σtot, but instead to compare the data directly with the predictions
for the cross section selected by the trigger.
Let us list the processes which do not produce particles in the rapidity intervals covered by
the trigger. First, we have elastic scattering events. Next, we have events caused by low-mass
single or double proton dissociation. Events can also be due to high-mass dissociation with
gaps at the trigger rapidity intervals. Then, there may be events with two or more rapidity
gaps like central diffractive production; that is, ‘so-called’ double-Pomeron exchange (DPE)
production, see, for example, [3]. However, in realistic models this last contribution is rather
small. Finally, there may be just a fluctuation in a normal inelastic event which produces no
secondaries in the trigger rapidity interval.
Both the ATLAS scintillation counters and the TOTEM detectors cover ‘symmetric’ rapidity
intervals, η1 < |η| < η2. For each experiment we can consider three different minimum-bias
triggers:
MBT1 : only η1 < η < η2 trigger fired (1)
MBT2 : either η1 < η < η2 or − η2 < η < −η1 triggers fired (2)
MBT3 : trigger requires events in both (η1, η2) and (−η2,−η1) intervals. (3)
To predict the size of the contributions of the various processes listed above, for the three
triggers, it is important to choose a model of soft high-energy interactions which describes
both low- and high-mass dissociation of the proton, as well as elastic scattering. We take the
multichannel eikonal, multi-Pomeron model given in Ref. [3, 4], which was tuned to describe all
the available ‘soft’ data in the CERN-ISR to Tevatron energy range. The model predicts that
the total and elastic scattering cross section are σtot = 91.5 mb and σel = 21.5 mb at
√
s = 14
TeV. If we include the possibility of low-mass excitations of one or both protons together with
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the elastic cross section, then the model gives σlowM = 26.7 mb. This is the cross section of
quasi-elastic events which do not produce a signal for any of the minimum-bias triggers, see
Fig. 1.
We discuss the other processes that may be missed by the minimum-bias triggers, (1)−(3),
in terms of the ATLAS scintillation counters, which cover the 2 < |η| < 4 rapidity intervals.
For the moment, we take the LHC energy to be
√
s=14 TeV. In addition to the quasi-elastic
events, there may be high-mass excitations of one of the protons which do not fire one or other
or both of the minimum-bias triggers. We denote the corresponding cross sections as σ1highM ,
see Fig. 2(a). Detailed model calculations give cross sections of 16.7 mb, 13.1 mb and 20.4 mb,
corresponding to the MBT1, MBT2, MBT3 triggers respectively – that is, to the cases when,
first, there are no secondaries in the 2 < η < 4 trigger, second, no secondaries in both intervals
(−4,−2) and (2,4), and, third, when there are no secondaries in either of intervals. Finally,
there may be high-mass dissociation of both protons which do not fire one or other or both of
the minimum-bias counters, with cross sections2 denoted by σ2highM , see Fig. 2(b). In this case,
the cross sections corresponding to no events for the three trigger conditions are 1.5 mb, 0.9
mb and 2.0 mb respectively.
To calculate the cross sections observed by the three alternative minimum-bias triggers, we
have to subtract from the total cross section the contributions which do not fire the respective
triggers. The remainder is the signal
σsignal = σtot − σlowM − σ1highM − σ2highM . (4)
For the three triggers MBT1, MBT2 and MBT3 we have cross sections σsignal = 46.6 mb, 50.8
mb and 42.4 mb respectively. That is, the minimum-bias triggers pick up only about half3 of
the total cross section, σtot = 91.5 mb [4].
Unfortunately, the predictions for the minimum-bias triggers are at the ‘parton’ level. To
be realistic these should be corrected for hadronization and detector effects, which smear the
rapidity distributions of the secondaries. These effects are not negligible, especially at the edge
of the counters. In particular, a particle from a parent jet with rapidity as large as η = 4.5
2σ1highM and σ2highM also include contributions coming from events which contain additional rapidity gaps
in the interval covered by secondaries from high-mass excited states. However, these are not crucial for our
computation. The important point is that we already have a gap in the interval covered by the trigger. There
may be a small correction from multi-gap events. In particular, single dissociation, which has a gap in the
(−4,−2) interval but, which at first sight, should fire the (2,4) counter, includes DPE events, which may be
missed by the MBT2 trigger in the case when secondaries produced by Pomeron-Pomeron interactions have
rapidity in the interval |η| < 2. The corresponding cross section is computed to be about 0.04 mb. Thus we do
not need to consider events with more rapidity gaps. This contribution is neglected from now on.
3Of course, it should be possible to make an accurate measurement of the elastic cross section, for instance
in the TOTEM experiment [2]; so, according to the model of Ref. [4], we are only missing about 25-30% of the
total cross section. However, here, we wish to emphasize that the original minimum-bias measurements (and
trigger conditions) should be presented. These may be then compared directly to model predictions. Only at
this stage, if the model is in agreement with the measurements, should extrapolations be made to estimate the
total cross section.
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Figure 2: Schematic diagrams of events containing (a) one, and (b) both, protons dissociating into
a high-mass system, which do not trigger the scintillation counter in the 2 < η < 4 rapidity interval.
Both counters are shown as small rectangles.
could fire the 2 < η < 4 trigger. To gain insight into the role of the ‘hadronization edge-effects’,
we repeat the computations for the extended rapidity intervals 1.5 < |η| < 4.5. The results
are shown in brackets in Table 1 for collider energies
√
s = 14 and 10 TeV respectively, and
compared with the cross sections corresponding to the intervals 2 < |η| < 4.
The analogous predictions for the minimum-bias triggers possible with the combined T1
and T2 detectors of TOTEM, are shown in Table 2. In this case, we find that the detectors
pick up a larger fraction of high-mass dissociation, particularly for the trigger MBT2.
Next, we estimate the effect of multiplicity fluctuations. The probabilty is not negligible
that an event may ‘fluctuate’ so as to produce no secondaries in the trigger interval. We cannot
estimate this probability assuming a Poisson distribution over the multiplicity of the final
hadrons. The reason is that the hadrons are dominantly produced via minijet fragmentation and
the mean number of minijets is much smaller than the multiplicity of final hadrons. However,
CDF observations [5] indicate that the probability to produce a rapidity gap of size ∆η due, to
a fluctuation decreases as
P (∆η) ∝ exp(−a∆η), (5)
with a = 1.3− 1.4.
It was shown in [4] that the number of colour flux tubes produced in high-energy pp inter-
actions has a very flat energy dependence. Indeed, the density of low pt hadrons measured in
the central region is practically saturated starting from the CERN-ISR energy, see Fig. 3 of
Ref. [6]. The growth of the total multiplicity dN/dy is provided by the large pt hadrons, that
is, by minijet production. Therefore we have no reason to expect in (5) a much larger power a
at LHC energies than that observed by CDF at the Tevatron.
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√
s=14 TeV
√
s=10 TeV
MBT1 MBT2 MBT3 MBT1 MBT2 MBT3
σlowM 26.7 (26.7) 26.7 (26.7) 26.7 (26.7) 25.7 (25.7) 25.7 (25.7) 25.7 (25.7)
σ1highM 16.7 (16.0) 13.1 (12.1) 20.4 (20.0) 15.7 (14.9) 11.9 (10.8) 19.4 (19.1)
σ2highM 1.5 (1.3) 0.9 (0.8) 2.0 (1.8) 1.3 (1.2) 0.8 (0.7) 1.8 (1.6)
σsignal 46.6 (47.5) 50.8 (51.9) 42.4 (43.0) 45.9 (46.8) 50.2 (51.4) 41.7 (42.2)
Table 1: The cross sections (in mb), as defined in (4) and the accompanying discussion, for the
three ‘ATLAS’ minimum-bias triggers MBT1, MBT2 and MBT3 of (1)−(3) for scintillation counters
with 2 < |η| < 4. We show results for two LHC energies √s. The numbers in brackets correspond
to the extended rapidity intervals 1.5 < |η| < 4.5. At √s=10 TeV (14 TeV) the model [4] predicts
σtot = 88.6(91.5) mb and σel = 20.6(21.5) mb. The cross sections in the first three lines correspond
to events which are outside the respective rapidity interval(s), while the last line is the cross section
of the observed inelastic events.
√
s=14 TeV
√
s=10 TeV
MBT1 MBT2 MBT3 MBT1 MBT2 MBT3
σlowM 26.7 (26.7) 26.7 (26.7) 26.7 (26.7) 25.7 (25.7) 25.7 (25.7) 25.7 (25.7)
σ1highM 13.4 (12.1) 5.6 (3.3) 21.2 (20.8) 12.2 (10.9) 4.1 (1.9) 20.2 (19.9)
σ2highM 0.7 (0.4) 0.2 (0.1) 1.2 (0.8) 0.5 (0.2) 0.1 (0.03) 0.9 (0.4)
σsignal 50.7 (52.3) 59.0 (61.4) 42.4 (43.2) 50.2 (51.8) 58.7 (61.0) 41.8 (42.6)
Table 2: The cross sections (in mb), as defined in (4) and the accompanying discussion, for the
three possible TOTEM triggers of (1)−(3), which cover the rapidity intervals 3.1 < |η| < 6.5. The
numbers in brackets correspond to the extended rapidity intervals 2.6 < |η| < 7. The cross sections
in the first three lines correspond to events which are outside the respective rapidity interval(s),
while the last line is the cross section of the observed inelastic events.
Thus we estimate the probability, P (∆η), that the minimum-bias triggers MBT1, MBT2,
MBT3 at the LHC, will not register an event due to fluctuations. We find that in the case
of ATLAS using trigger MBT1 (1) we miss 7% of the signal events. If we require the MBT3
trigger then we miss 2×7%=14% of events, so that with such a trigger an extra 6 mb is lost4
from the signal of 42.4 mb. For trigger MBT2, where it is enough to have a particle in at
least one detector, the probability that we miss an event due to multiplicity fluctuations is
(7%)2 ≃ 0.5%. In this case the effects of fluctuations are negligible. A larger rapidity interval
diminishes the probability to miss the event due to the multiplicity fluctuation. In particular,
in the interval 3.1 < η < 6.5 the trigger (1) misses only about 1% of the inelastic events.
Of course, it is desirable to evaluate both the probability of fluctuations and the role of the
edge effect by Monte Carlo simulations. However, the Monte Carlo model must be consistent
with the particular model of soft interactions under consideration and, moreover, provide a
4Of course, we must also correct for experimental detector efficiencies and acceptances.
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reliable description of all ‘soft’ high-energy interactions. Another possibility is to use a trigger
which covers a larger rapidity interval. This would greatly diminish both the probability of
fluctuations and the edge effect.
Here, it is relevant to consider the so-called zero-bias measurement planned by the CMS
experiment [7], using their central detector, together with CASTOR (on one side)5. To be
precise, without any trigger, CMS will look for secondaries in the rapidity interval −5 < |η| < 7
in a ‘random’ event in a bunch crossing. The model of [4] predicts values of the signal given
in Table 3. For completeness, we also give the values for using the central detector on its own.
We see, for example, that even if we demand one or more secondaries in the extended rapidity
interval −5 < η < 7, then we miss6 a component of 12.4 mb from the total inelastic cross
section at the LHC energy
√
s=14 TeV. The probability of fluctuations, with such an extended
rapidity interval, is completely negligible, ∼ 10−7.
−5 < η < 7 −5 < η < 5√
s 14 TeV 10 TeV 14 TeV 10 TeV
σlowM 26.7 25.7 26.7 25.7
σ1highM 7.0 5.6 10.6 9.3
σ2highM 0.2 0.1 0.7 0.5
σsignal 57.6 57.2 53.5 53.1
Table 3: The cross sections (in mb), σsignal, predicted using the model of [4] for the CMS zero-bias
measurements using, first, the central detector with CASTOR, covering the −5 < η < 7 rapidity
interval, and, second, using the central detector alone, which covers the interval −5 < η < 5. Again
the first three lines show, similar to Tables 1 and 2, the cross section components missed by the
zero-bias measurement.
To conclude, we emphasize that even minimum-bias triggers are only sensitive to about
half of the total cross section. Therefore, it is important to present the results of the original
measurements, together with the detail description of the conditions required by the trigger. It
is much more informative to compare with one or another model the actual cross sections7, σMB,
measured using the minimum-bias triggers, rather than the total inelastic cross section obtained
by a model-dependent extrapolation from σMB to σinel. Then one can check the model just at
the σMB level, including the dependence of σMB on the size and the position of the rapidity
intervals covered by the detectors, e.g. to compare the results obtained with the triggers MBT1,
MBT2 and MBT3. In particular, the Tel-Aviv model [9], which has a very small probability
of high-mass dissociation, would predict, at
√
s=14 TeV, the same cross sections σMB ≃ 55 mb
5Zero-bias measurements are also planned by ATLAS.
6Note that it is possible to cover larger values of rapidity using the Zero Degree Calorimeters (ZDC), with
coverage |η| > 8.5, or the Forward Shower Counters [8] (FSC), with coverage 9.5 < |η| < 11. However, the
inclusion of these measurements will require a reliable MC model which accounts for the detailed structure of
low-mass proton dissociation, including the diffractive production (and decay) of the different baryon resonances.
7The minimum-bias cross section, σMB, is σsignal of (4) corrected for fluctuation and edge effects.
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in all three cases. Despite the fact that the total and elastic cross sections (σtot = 92.1 mb
and σel = 20.9 mb) of this model are very close to those of the Durham model [4], we expect a
noticeable difference in the values of σMB.
Only a model which is found to give a satisfactory prediction for the measured σMB can be
used to extrapolate to obtain the value of σinel.
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